Abstract

In this paper, application software has been presented called as smart Tutor, which in reality an intelligent tutoring System. The proposed system will let the user to learn the C# programming language. The decision making process conducted in our intelligent system is guided by a Bayesian network approach to support students in learning computer programming, which is framework for uncertainty management in the field of Artificial management. This system would provide a platform for the students to understand the basic programming concepts through sequence of training concept of programming language. In this paper we will discuss about how system is integrated with Bayesian network as an inference engine to improve student learning process. The significance of this work is that ,it has replaced the traditional Static Tutorials, Where students learn through video tutorials or text lectures who never come to know about the student learning potential or either the learner has learnt the topic properly before moving on to
the next topic. ST will lead the student to navigate through all the available online Course material and will provide the necessary recommendations.
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